Top rated products, formulas and ingredients
The top 10 websites
There is an ever-growing number of websites that offer testimonials and
recommendations as to the best (or worst) milk replacer products; the best (and
only) recipe that should be used for a given species; and a wide choice of
supplements to boost a formula recipe for protein, fat, and/or dietary minerals.
With so many to choose from which are the best? Rather than doing a deep dive
into all of those, WildAgain has spent time creating, assembling and making
available the facts, lab test results, tools, techniques and other resources so that
YOU can evaluate the information on the myriad of these websites to draw your
own conclusion.
The top 10 social media recommendations
There is an even larger number of social media posts and discussion threads that
offer testimonials and recommendations as to the best (or worst) milk replacer
products; the best (and only) recipe that should be used for a given species; and a
wide choice of supplements to boost a formula recipe for protein, fat, and/or dietary
minerals. With so many to choose from which are the best? To restate, rather than
doing a deep dive into all of those, WildAgain has spent time creating, assembling
and making available the facts, lab test results, tools, techniques and other
resources so the YOU can evaluate the information on the myriad of these social
media sites to draw your own conclusion.
The absolute grand prize winner
The best mix of products, recipes and ingredients are the ones that work for you,
after you have invested the time to research the ones that will be best for the
animals in your care. Of course, as suggested on this website, that means
understanding things such as the composition of the mother’s milk; researching
nutritional composition of the various milk replacer products; creating the optimum
recipe that provides a proportional match to mother’s milk; mixing, reconstituting,
and preparing the formula properly; selecting the right feeding regime, and so on.
Then, based on the results as seen in the animal’s health, growth and development,
you can make adjustments as needed. Additionally you can consider and personally
evaluate many of the other suggestions offered on this website.

We here at WildAgain cannot select the BEST recipe, product or formula to best
match every single species, age or health condition. As such, you will never see a
'recommended', 'best', or 'one and only' recipe or formula posted on this website.
We provide the tools and resources. You do the homework and then decide.
Need a quick starting point? Click here to get some insights to the following
questions:
1. What caused the nutritional problems in wild mammal babies in 2019?
2. I need milk powder now. What powdered milk replacer should I order?
3. How can I know I’m feeding the ‘right’ product(s) and formula recipe?
4. How can I learn more about the mother’s milk of the mammals I rehab?
5. What is ‘good health’ in animals?
6. How do I know if I’m seeing appropriate growth and development rates?
7. How can I recognize early signs of nutritional problems?
8. Back to products: how do I select the right one?
9. Is it okay to blend multiple powders together? What about adding other
ingredients?
10. How can I create formula recipes for the mammal babies?
11. Now, can I finally just mix the formula ingredients and feed?
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